Industry
Worship
Purpose
Spread God’s Word
beyond a church building
Event Date
Weekly / On-going

A MESSAGE WITH NO LIMITATIONS.

CAPACITY VS REACH.
The Problem
Woodside Church is about much more than a few hours on Sunday. With a unique series of
teaching and serving opportunities, they want to reach the widest audience of servants as
possible. With a humming church office open full-time supporting, on any given day, growth
groups, childrens’ groups, or care ministries like, their facilities are used to capacity. On
Sunday mornings they offer 5 unique styles of worship in 2 different remote locations each
requiring teams to support service production (like audio visual and sound), to a team that
leads worship, to teams of people who greet those coming to worship. Furthermore, their
members are so engaged that being out of town and missing something was a big concern for
the individuals in the congregation.
What does a church do when their
physical capacity is reached? Or
when people want to still gain their
message even if they can’t be there
live?

Solution
Woodside believes there is no true
capacity to word of God and they believe no distance can stop his message, so spreading
their message no longer ends at the capacity of its walls. With the help of Xyvid, Woodside
Church’s sermons, special events and other messages are shared using Xyvid Pro.

Xyvid, Inc., known for delivering virtual event broadcasting

successfully archive sermon messages for on-

for the web, recently stepped in and provided its Xyvid Pro

demand replay so a message is never lost.

platform for use in wide spread public service. This highresolution, affordable Internet-based broadcast option with
quality equal to high-priced satellite broadcasting, is now
Woodside Church’s weekly solution that allows viewers from
any location (out side of worship halls) to come together and
rejoice in an up-close-and personal worship experience.

Whether they’re cleaning up area roadways, helping
elderly friends and neighbors in need, building
bookshelves for a school library in Trenton NJ or
praying with someone as they come to Christ, they
do it all in the name of Jesus and can reach every
ear that wants to hear!

Tangible Results
Woodside is a rapidly growing, dynamic church that stays
constantly in touch and engaged with its church family. This,
in turn, elevates their member participation and the financial
support they gather for their causes. They now have intimate
groups of gatherers, large worship congregations and a
highly successful on-line community. Additionally, they
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